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 Dockalizer is an open source Mac OS X application to display the icons in the Launchpad (or Dock) in a particular order. The
Launchpad is the area where you see all the application icons as they appear in the Mac OS X system (see CigarBox, a digital

music service, has announced an official iPhone application that will enable its users to navigate their music collection using the
iPhone’s built-in features. CigarBox for iPhone™ allows users to search and brows... Keyboard Maestro is a powerful and easy
to use app to make any button on your desktop keyboard an actual key. Once it is installed and enabled, it will work its magic
every time you hold down that particular key on your keyboard. I... QKono doesn't want you to sit and wait, it wants you to

jump in the action. With a simple but powerful interface, it's easy to browse music, movies and photos, perform actions, and
even use video, audio and the Internet. The intuitive... Bandit icon editor is a powerful and easy to use application for creating

icons for your applications in a blink of an eye. Just place your mouse cursor over a bitmap image, drop an icon, resize or move
it and press the keyboard shor... Bump is the simplest way to send and receive messages. Your friends, family, colleagues and

classmates are just a Bump away. Bump helps you send messages to anyone that shares your phone number, and to anyone who
has your line o... Serena is an easy-to-use, yet sophisticated, application for composing both spoken and sung lyrics to any tune,
simply by dragging the track from your music library and dropping it on the stage. The lyrics display themselves during the...
Piano Key Maestro is a powerful and easy to use app to make any button on your desktop keyboard an actual key. Once it is
installed and enabled, it will work its magic every time you hold down that particular key on your keyboard. I... Molectro is a

simple but powerful music sequencer that allows you to edit, record and organize musical 82157476af
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